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c) compare your answers for the velocity in a) to your answers for the areas in b).
Guess a formula forthe change in velocityfrom time 0 to time t in terms of the
area under the graph of f(t).

d) To find the velocity at some time T accurately, we want to take ôt very small.
Explain (using the pictures below) why making 6t small also means that the sum of
rectangle areas more accurately approximates the area under the curve.

\ tr) {tr)

e) How would your answer to c) change if we instead wanted to find the change in
velocity from time tr to some later time t,?



f) lf the velocity at time t1 is v1, and the and we are given that dv/dt = f(t), what is
the velocity vz at time tz (based on your answer To e)? (your qnswer wiil incrude the
phrase "the area under the groph of f(t)").

v2=

Question 2

a) ln the last problem, we knew that dv/dt = f(t) for some function f and we
wanted to find v. suppose we are abre to find a function g(t) with dg/dt = f(t).
What can we say about the two functions v(t) and e(t)?

b) lf we are told that the veiocity at time tr
graph above.

c) Write a formula for v(t) in terms of g(t).

is v1, sketch the function v(t) on the

d) Write a formula for the velocity vz at time t2 in terms of vr and the function g(t):



e) Your answers to 1f) and 2d) should be two different expressions for the 
velocity v2. Since they must be equal, what can you say about the 
relation between the function g(t) whose derivative if f and the area 
under the graph of f from t1 to t2?!!!!!!!!

Question 3!!
In the following questions, an object’s motion obeys dv/dt = f(t) for the given 
f(t) and v(t = 0) = 10 m/s. Find v(t = 10 s).!!
a) f(t) is the function shown!

b) f(t) = 2 m/s3 t.!


